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Western Union helps customers send money to more than 
500,000 agent locations in over 200 countries and territories. 

However, there was lack of cross-channel digital products that enable people to 
transfer money easily on their fingertips while receiving cash worldwide.

The problem

Over the years, although Western Union has built global 
network of agent locations and become famous for 
cross-border money transfer services, the company now 
faces the risk of losing the ground in digital business 
because of:

• Fast-growing competition. People prefer faster, 
eariser and more convenient alternatives.

• Outdated user experience. The old and domestic only 
Western Union app was too limited to be scalable or 
upgraded, and even perceived as obsolete by younger 
generation of users. The old Western Union app in 2014

The goal

• It needs to provide improved and intuitive UX along 
with modern and thoughtful UI. 

• It needs to be scalable for localization and 
international deployment.

• It needs to leverage the advantage of massive agent 
locations for bridging the gap between online payment 
and offline cash pickup.

To offer competitive mobile money transfer product in 
both US and international markets, as a pillar of building 
an omnichannel service, by designing the app from 
scratch to allow easy, quick and reliable money transfer:

The proposal

To speed up the process of releasing the new app in 
multiple countries, the product team decided to build a 
hybrid app that will run on both iOS and Android by 
using the same code base. This means not only the front-
end implementation must be a “one size fits all” solution, 
but also the app design has to be platform-agnostic.
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Understand why/why not people choose Western Union and 
how they use the existing products/services to send money.

Customers don’t want to always wait in lines and fill out paper forms. Ultimately, 
they just need to send money. Although Western Union locations are broadly 

accessible everywhere, tapping on the screen is simply preferred by mobile users. 

Target customers

The personas produced by international teams reveal customers from three perspectives:

• The lapsed. Customers who perceive Western Union as the old-fashioned money transfer 
service, and they have embraced digital alternatives like PayPal.

• The current. Both loyal customers who have been actively using Western Union services, and 
those who are passively involved in the money transfer process.

• The future. People who recognize the brand and would consider fulfilling their money transfer 
needs with Western Union when the time comes.

Live up to the needs, exceed the expectations
The new app needs to be visually modern, process-wise familiar, feature-
wise capable, yet specialities clear to win the hearts of target customers. 

Competitive analysis

Among all the online money transfer products in the market, 

• Fighting for the best fees and exchange rates is too common to make significant differences. 
Senders often seek the optimal choices of time and convenience, not just cost.

• People run into similar processes shaped by legal regulations and compliance policies. It can 
be painstakingly to go through when identity verification requires multiple documents.

• Bank to bank, card to bank transfers are well supported. But paying in cash and receiving cash 
are underserved in the digital world.

• First successful transfer matters when acquiring returning users. Any tedious and frustrating 
first impression will make customers consider elsewhere right away.

Take online approach for granted, plus embracing offline experience
Digital experience doesn’t mean leaving the tangible world behind. 
Leveraging its advantages to not only serve online users, but also 
recognise those who need transfers to be taken departure from cash. 
Also, expedite ID verification by uploading photos, if not totally painless.

Information architecture and user flows

After unterstanding who we are designing for and what competitiveness the new app must have, 
we revisited the existing user flows in our web/app built in the past, by breaking down the 

information architecture into fundamental pieces. From there we managed to filter out 
unnecessary steps and redundant elements that won’t benefit fast and easy money tranfer.

Learn from the past,  extract the essence, rebuild on top of the legacy
Even what’s new should honor what already works well. Apart from 
pursuing the insights of what it takes to send money successfully, 
maintaining what customers are highly used to carries the continuity of 
user experience between online and offline moments, and gathers 
momentum of transition from old product to the new one.

Business + User goals

Product requirements

Strategic objectives

Competitive analysis

Ideate

User research

User testing

Sketching

Wireframing

Prototyping

Define Discover Design

Iterative design process

The minimum viable product was released as the pilot for 
international customers first

Until now, the new app has been used by customers in more than 60 countries 
worldwide, and it continues to reach more and more people. 

An Interaction Flow Sample

This example diagram shows how users redeem and apply 
promo codes in the new Western Union app.

Be contextual, be detailed, be specific. Flows and interactions 
must be purposefully crafted beyond showing user experince.

Simple features may be full of complexity behind the scene. Working with product, 
development, content, and legal teams requires more than dealing with time zone 
differences, it relies on transparent communication and thorough documentation.

As the building blocks of the app evolve, detailed style guide 
becomes the must-have for establishing the new standards. 

This document grows with the app’s updates over time. Here’s its partial overview. 
Because of taking the approach of hybird app, the UI elements were designed with 

the intention of being platform-agnostic. They were inspired by material design 
and equipped with the spirit of mobile web application.

UI themes from the mood board

Face with so many different users with diverse 
backgrounds internationally, I developed two 
sets of color palettes that resonate with the 

majority of cross-culture customers, to reflect 
their visual preferences expressed in surveys.

Validate the direction with user testing

Testing each iteration against the old experince, as well as its previous version on 
usertesting.com allows me to identify the priorities of what remains to be fixed. Incremental 
improvements could make constant rewarding progress, even if just minor content changes.

Explore and iterate within the constraints

When exploring the UI and user interactions using low-fidelity mockups, certain critical details 
emerged to require specific treatment, such as the dynamic dependency between fees and 
exchange rates related to different countries. As a result, conditional notifications and tooltips 
must be applied accordingly so as to take necessary disclosures and disclamiers into account  .

Early sketches/wireframes

I used skethces and wireframes to visualize ideas, capture inspirations and reflect thinking 
process, even to understand why existing web experince was designed to be the way it is, and 
how that’s going to impact Western Union’s future app product.

From sketches on paper to pixels on screen, mood board to color palette, UI 
components to design style guide, wireframes to mockups, user flows to 

interactive prototypes … Every step strives to provide meaningful and valuable 
mobile user experience in the ultimate user’s hands.

To embody the emerging ideas along with the findings, I 
started the journey of bringing the new app to life.

Finally, the better product is here, the better design to begin

Design is never really done. The next round of observation, ideation, and action is 
always on the way. From late 2015 to early 2017, we collected great amount of data 
and feedback, learned many things, adapted the design to accommodate different 
languages and various reuglations. One day, the time of replacing the old app in 

the U.S. came eventually, in order to offer all the best we have achieved to the 
domestic world where everything originally started.

What did I learn?

Thanks to this project, I was lucky enough to have the opportunity of designing an 
app which impacts how people send money on such a large scale. When looking 

back, here is a few things I would like to keep in mind moving forward.

Align perspectives with the goal

There are conflicts between user needs and business objectives, product 
requirements and design principles, technical limitations and desirable outcome. 
Design does make compromises, but just for the purpose of aligning everyone’s 
perspectives with the common goal, which brings the team to stay focused.

Keep asking why, why not and what if

Questioning a designer himself/herself is no less important than asking questions 
to a user or a product owner at all. There would be challenges of balancing “think 
out of the box” and “play it safe”. We need to keep questioning ourselves until 
knowing what really matters the most before making a design decision.

Consistency, not uniformity

In the process of establishing the UI paradigms, what was built before has its 
reasons to be the way it is, and what is designed now also has its time and place 
to set the standards. When applying them, define clear rules so that people 
understand how to use them consistently instead of too literally in a given context.

Scalability comes first, trade-offs may follow

The app needs to accommodate English, Chinese, Spanish, German, French and 
other languages. Sometimes localization inevitably doubles the length of available 
content. Reducing content iteself is one obvious way, but not at the cost of losing 
its meaning. Fundamentally, scalability should take higher priority than the most 
ideal visual result if they cannot be achieved at the same time.
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Project outcome

64 countries

8 languages

Releases
The expansion continues

Old app: 3.4 - 4.0

New app: 4.5 - 4.8

Reviews
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